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ABSTRACT 

This paper develops a cost-based procedure for allocating the 

availability parameters, repair times and failure rates, to the various 

components that make up a system. The allocation problem is handled as a 

cost minimization problem, subject to the constraint of meeting the system 

availability requirement. A Lagrange multiplier technique is employed to 

obtain the solution. An example problem is stated and solved in the 

context of a computer program developed to perform the allocation procedure. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 

The requirements for new system procurements are more and more being 

directed toward the attainment of adequate overall system performance. 

Today, more is required of a new system than the ability to pass a single 

performance test; system requirements are more detailed, more complex, and 

more encompassing than in the past. As system requirements become more 

involved and more complex, it becomes increasingly necessary to speak of 

the parameters of total system performance in definite, quantitative term.«-. 

In discussing the requirements for total system performance, the 

Martin-Marietta Maintainability text (l*"*)* states "...the overall objective 

is availability, to which reliability and maintainability contribute in 

varying degrees, depending on the system or equipment being developed and 

on the conditions under which it will be used." Although it is an over- 

simplification to attempt to characterize a system's performance by a 

single number, it is still necessary to begin to think in quantitative 

terms about t t ". system performance. Historically, the most common term 

used to describe total system performance has been availability. 

If system availability can be thought of as a function of reliability 

and maintainability, then early in the system design, the definite quanti- 

tative relationships between these parameters should be analyzed carefully. 

*Numbers in parentheses refer to list of references at the end of the 
paper. 
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Furthermore, the costs associated with achieving a particular availability 

requirement should be detailed for each system component. In order to 

coordinate the efforts of different groups concerned with different system 

characteristics, and to eliminate the hazards of guesswork in achieving 

the overall system requirement, it is necessary to establish a procedure 

for determining the detailed specifications for the various components that 

make up a system. The process of assigning availability parameters to 

individual components to insure the attainment of the system availability 

goal is termed availability allocation. 

Balaban and Jeffers (3) have listed some of the values to be derived 

from an effective detailed allocation program. Some of these are 

summarized below: 

a) Definite quantitative availability requirements force 
contractors to consider availability parameters along 
with system characteristics such as performance, 
weight, and cost. 

b) Allocation focuses attention on the relationships 
between component, equipment, subsystem, and system 
availability, leading to more complete understanding 
of the basic reliability-maintainability problems 
inherent in the design. 

c) Requirements determined through an allocation proce- 
dure are more realistic, consistent, and economical 
than those obtained through subjective or haphazard 
methods, or those resulting from crash programs 
initiated after bitter field experiences. 

Generally, reliability-maintainability requirements are imposed, based on 

field need, past experience, combinations of these and other criteria. Th^ 

problem that is solved in this paper assumes that an optimal availability 

requirement has been determined, and the paper is concerned with the 

allocation of parameters to achieve that requirement. 

The allocation of system availability involves solving the basic 

inequality 

f <Ar A2, A3, . . . An) * A*, 
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where A* is the system availability requirement» A. is the allocated 

availability for i  unit, and f is the functional relationship between 

unit and system availability* The above inequality has an Infinite number 

of solutions if no restrictions are placed on the allocation. The problem 

is to establish a solution procedure which yields a unique or limited 

number of solutions, by which reasonable and consistent availability 

parameters may be determined. Generally, the only parameters that are 

considered significant contributors to the availability are the component 

failure rates and repair times. Cost functions associated with these 

factors are discussed in Chapter IV. The approach used in this paper is 

to minimize the cost of availability Improvement subject to the constraint 

of meeting the system availability goal. Mean repair times and failure 

rates are allocated to the system components based on the relative costs 

of improving the repair times and the failure rates. 

The solution of this problem for the availability parameters, repair 

times and failure rates, where availability is defined by the expression 

MTBF 
MTBF + MTTR 

where MTBF is the mean time between failures and MTTR is the mean time to 

repair, is accomplished under the assumptions of constant failure rates 

(exponential time-to-failure densities) and Independently failing compo- 

nents* Also, a series configuration is assumed in which all components 

are necessary for proper system functioning. The limitations and implica- 

tions of these assumptions are discussed in Chapter III. 

In order that this paper be as widely applicable as possible, a 

general solution procedure was followed to the extent feasible. Therefore, 

a solution set of differential equations is expressed under only the 

assumptions listed above* This solution set may be used with any appli- 

cable cost functions* One specific cost function is considered for 
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detailed analysis and solution in this paper. However, bv simply substi- 

tuting any differentiable cost functions into the solution equations, a 

set of 2n + I equations in 2n + 1 unknowns would be obtained, where n is 

the number of system components being considered. Of course, one still is 

faced with the problem of solving the simultaneous set of equations for 

the allocated failure rates and repair times. This presents no serious 

drawback, however, since numerical computerized techniques are readily 

available for the solution of such systems of equations. The methods used 

in this paper should prove helpful in providing solution techniques for 

similar cases. 

The cost function used takes the form of a reciprocal relation 

(a decreasing hyperbolic form) dependent on the amount of change of failure 

rate and/or repair time necessary to improve the availability to the 

required level. The cost function is assumed to take the same form for 

each component with only cost constants differing. This allows the model 

to be applied in cases where only rough or relative factors can be estab- 

lished for the cost of improving failure rates or repair times. The 

development of this model is given in Chapter IV. The allocation model 

developed with the specific cost function appears to be applicable to any 

system where the constant failure rate and series assumptions can be 

applied with reasonable accuracy. 

The allocation problem is approached in this paper from two basic 

points of view. First, it is assumed that a particular design has been 

proposed or developed that falls short of the system availability require- 

ment. The allocation procedure is developed to determine the optimal 

method (least cost method) for improving system availability to the 

required level. In the second case, it is assumed that during the con- 

ceptual stage of system development when no design has been formalized, an 

4 
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allocation based on estimated costs of reliability and maintainability 

development can give the optimal set of component parameters that should 

be established as system goals. 

It should be noted that the allocations are based only on ?nean-time- 

between-failures (the inverse of the failure rate, X, for the exponential) 

and mean repair times. No assumptions are made concerning the distribu- 

tions of the times to repair.  In this respect, one additional factor that 

has been considered is the imposition of an additional constraint on the 

allocation. This constraint is a maximum allowable repair time that 

cannot be exceeded under any circumstances. The point to be made is that, 

although mean system repair time might appear to be acceptable, it is 

possible that a low failure rate component with an enormous repair time 

could produce disasterous results when a failure did occur. This point is 

discussed in Chapter V. 

In Chapter III the general allocation technique is described, and 

limitations and restrictions are discussed. The specific cost function is 

developed in Chapter IV; the solution to this case is obtained and 

additional forms of cost functions are discussed.  In Chapter V an example 

problem is stated and solved, and computer application of the allocation 

technique is discussed. The summary of this work, conclusions, and 

recommendations for further study are given in Chapter VI. 

A brief literature survey is discussed in Chapter II, introducing 

pertinent references to reliability-maintainability areas, specifically to 

allocation-type problems. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

General 

This chapter reviews some of the available literature dealing with 

allocation and allocation techniques, reliability-maintainability costs 

and cost relationships, maintainability prediction, resource allocation, 

and availability assessment. 

It was found that large amounts of work have been accomplished in 

reliability allocation; some of the more important and interesting 

approaches are detailed below. However, very limited work has be^n 

carried out in the field of maintainability allocation. There appear to be 

two obvious reasons for this discrepancy: first, there simply has not been 

sufficient time in the brief history of maintainability for such develop- 

ment to occur, and secondly, there is an added complication of being 

concerned with two parameters, repair time (or repair rate) in addition to 

the failure rate which is considered by itself in reliability allocation. 

Since these two parameters are the basic components of availability„ this 

paper considers the allocation of availability parameters, failure rates 

and repair times. 

Reliability Allocation 

At this point a brief description of some of the current vali*MIity 

allocation techniques will help to establish a background for the develop- 

ment of this paper. Although some of these techniques app°ar to b^ woii 

6 
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developed and complete, they are concerned only with the allocation of 

reliability. The extensions to the availability area, which is concerned 

with the parameters of reliability and maintainability, have no»: been 

carried out. The ARINC Reliability text (2) proposes an allocation method 

based on predicted failure rates assuming exponential density and series 

configuration (all components necessary for operation). A weighting 

factor, 
xj 

w 

j=i 3 

where A is the failure rate of j  component in system of n components, 

13 calculated for each component. The "portion" of the system failure 

rate allocated to each component is then determined as A = w A* where A* 

is the dasired system failure rate. Obviously, this method considers only 

the predicted component failure rates and allocates to each component an 

improved, weighted failure rate which will allow the reliability require- 

ment to be met. 

A, technique developed by AGREE (18) follows the same assumptions as 

the ARINC method; however, this report considers an importance factor for 

each component such that the necessity of a particular component for 

overall system operation is considered. The importance factor is a 

conditional probability of system failure given a specific component 

failure. Although additional refinements have been applied to the above 

techniques (2, 3), these methods do not consider the cost or complexity of 

improving reliability to meet a system requirement. These methods are 

often termed basic allocation techniques—that is, the computations depend 

only on the parameter values themselves, and cost, weight, complexity, or 

time considerations in terms of improving a piece of equipment are not 

considered. 

7 
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A technique developed by Neuner and Miller (14) involves a trade-off 

between a variable such as cost or weight and component reliability. 

System reliability is defined by R « f (R., R^, ..., Rn) vVrr. each R is 

a function of the trade-off variable (V.) which is subi~**.t t*.r, physical or 

other constraints. The problem becomes: 

maximize    Rg = f VV ' VV ' * * *> VV I 

subject to:  Vg - g (?1# V^  ..., 'vM  , 

where V is the amount of resource allocate* to the iu* c^r^onftnt and V 
i s 

is the total amount of resource available. Nenner and Mil 7» er rolwi  the 

problem by the method of Lagrange multipliers for the r.n«?* v^ero the 

series assumption and additive resources (pn duo Heat? or.) 3-»pIy. Fyffe, 

Hinds, and Lee (10) have used a Lagrange multiplier solution and an 

iterative computational algorithm to perform reliability oxidization 

according to two constraints—cost and weight. Their solution, WP" based on 

selecting design alternatives to meet the allocated rolinM"! ity requirement; 

Albert (1) approached the reliability allocation proMr^ V» defining 

a function which was a measure of the effort required to  increase subsystem 

reliability to an improved level. He minimized this "effort function" 

subject to a system reliability requirement for the case In which each 

component had the same effort function and the reliability of the. system 

was the product of the component reliabilities (series *»«r«jr,pL:'on), 

Further assumptions lor this solution restricted the fnrn tV offort 

function could assume, 

A procedure developed by Weir (21) provides a rel^t.'."*?.;- straight- 

forward method for optimizing reliability with respect to c«^st Tor specific 

system reliability models. He simply considers the cost ^r '«T»»
4
*»* ^n 
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increment of improvement of reliability as a constant and develops the 

procedure for a model which is more complicated than the simple series 

model.  This report also discusses in some detail computer Application to 

specific models. 

Reliability-Maintainability Relationships and Allocations 

A basic maintainability allocation technique is presented in the 

recent text by Ölanchard and Lowry (6). This technique is al-o presented 

in the Martin-Marietta prepared AMCP-705-1 (12). The technique calculates 

system availability according to the definition, 

MTBF  
MTBF -I- MTTR 

which is the mean time betwi^.„i failures divided by total tine.  Thi* ir-  the 

usual definition for inherent availability (2); that is, only active repair 

time and mean time between failures are considered. The Martin-Marietta 

technique calculates system repair tine by summing component repair time«, 

each multiplied by its expected fraction of occurrence, 

X. 
f 
i      n 

i-ix 

Thus, given a system availability requirement and component failure rates, 

the system repair time goal can be determined.  If estimated or predicted 

component repair times are inadequate to meet the availability requirement, 

then general recommendations are given as to which components to improve. 

Ideally, components contributing the highest percentage to the. total 

failures require a low repair time, and those with low contributions can 

have higher repair times. However, quantitative relationships for those 

trade-offs have not been developed.  In addition, this maintainability 

allocation technique considers only the predicted repair times and failure 
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rates; no atte-r.pt is m de to define the effect of the changes on cost of 

availability or availability improvement. 

Eimstad (7) presents an availability (effectiveness) allocation 

method which depends on complexity factors with checks to see that repair 

rate and failure rate extremals are not exceeded. He also discusses a 

cost-effectiveness or design trade-off analysis which is graphically 

solved for certain specific effectiveness models. 

Several additional papers have been found which deal with aspects of 

reliability-maintainability problems that were considered pertinent to the 

work carried out in this paper. Although these reports are related to the 

field of interest of this paper, they do not attempt to solve specific 

availability allocation problems. Muth (13) considers a system defined by 

a reliability network and the failure rate and repair rate of each compo- 

nent. He develops a "downtime" distribution for the case in which both 

repair time and time to failure are exponentially distributed. This work 

is not extended to consider allocation.  Bazovsky (A) has written several 

articles in this general area—especially in consideration of applications 

to mechanical systems. 

Reich and Miller (16) have used linear and dynamic programming 

approaches to perform reliability and maintainability cost trade-offs.  In 

this regard, many of the well-established linear and dynamic, programming (5) 

and resource allotment or allocation techniques could be applied to reli- 

ability and maintainability design problem areas. Examples of this type of 

application are given by Todaro (.19). Todaro considers a dynamic programming 

approach for determining repair or replace maintenance policies and optimal 

module sizing. 

In summarizing this chapter, it is obvious that considerable work has 

been carried out in the field of reliability allocation in addition to basic 

10 
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work in maintainability areas related to the allocation problem. However, 

the need still exists to establish techniques for the simultaneous, cost- 

based allocation of the parameters of total system performance. Therefore, 

this paper attacks the problem of allocating the availability parameters, 

repair times and failure rates, to the components of a system, based on 

cost considerations associated with availability improvement. 

In Chapter III the development of the allocation problem introduced 

in the first chapters of this paper is begun. The general allocation 

technique is described and developed, and limitations and restrictions are 

discussed. 

mMm 
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CHAPTER III 

BASIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALLOCATION PROBLEM 

General 

With the conceptual development of a ne: or improved operating system, 

the planning and organizing groups usually establish basic guidelines as 

to the system's characteristics of operation. The mission or job that is 

to be performed is described in as much detail as possible, and acceptable 

methods for attacking the job are discussed. Primary among the concerns of 

these groups are the consequences or price of failure to adequately perform 

the mission. Thus, it becomes necessary to ensure that a system is capable 

of performing properly, and furthermore, that it is capable of performing 

properly a large percentage of the times it is called on to operate. This 

last aspect of system operating characteristics, the percentage or fraction 

of total time that a system is in proper operating condition, is termed 

av;-liability. 

The availability of any system can be thought of as a function of the 

reliability and maintainability of that system. This can be represented by 

the following equation. 

A - f (R, M) (1) 

where A is the system availability, R is the system reliability and M is 

the system maintainability. The prime elements of reliability and maintain- 

ability are the system mean-time-between-fallures and the mean-time-to- 

repair respectively. Thus the availability can be concisely defined as a 

12 
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function of these two p?.raü.eters. Furthermore, the availability is 

mathematically defined as the fraction of total time that a system is in 

operating condition. That is,* 

A * 
MTBF 

(2) 
MTBF + MTTR 

where MTBF is thp mean-time-between-failures in hours and MTTR is the mean- 

time-to-repair in hours. 

If one considers a series system made up of components having constant 

failure rates, then the system failure rate can be written as the sum of 

the individual failure rates if all components fail independently. This is 

true under these conditions, since the presence of other components does 

not affect the characteristics of any particular component, and the failure 

of one component causes system failure. Thus, 

xs = x +i2+... xn 

and MTBF * 
n 

i-i 

(3) 

The system repair time can be thought of as the weighted mean of the com- 

ponent repair times (M ) where the weighting factors are the ratios of the 

component failure rates to the total failure rate, Thus, if each component's 

repair time is multiplied by its expected fraction of occurrence and the 

resulting values summed, then the expected system repair time is obtained 

as 

*It should be noted that this definition is the definition that most 
authors call inherent availability; the mean-time-to-repair would not be 
taken to include logistics or administrative downtime, but simply the 
actual repair time of the system given adequate repair faculties and spare 
parts. Thus, this definition represents the "best case" or what is often 
called the designed-in availability. 
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MTTR = rM, +-=-Mn + ... +T^M 
A  1    A  2 An 
Si» s 

s 1=1 j ^ i=-l 

1=1 " 

Substituting the expressions for MTBF and MTTR into the original 

availability definition (Equation 2) yields 

n 
l + JAM 

i-l 

(5) 

for the availability of a system in which the component* "vWhit constant 

failure rate, the components fail independently, and all ro^^rnts are 

necessary for system operation. The limitations and implications of these 

assumptions are discussed in the following section. 

Limitations Due to Assumptions of Constant Failure Hatr» ppd 

Independent Components All Necessary For System Onoratjon 

The assumption of constant failure rates, or stated ntheirvise, the 

assumption of an exponential time to failure density, öir.t*err,  th«t the 

failure rate be constant throughout the life of the equif^Tt. Tn addition 

to being necessary to analytically solve most of the syst^n "ojationships, 

this assumption appears quite reasonable when one considerr i-hn allocations 

of 'designed-in1 characteristics. The point to be m^d° ■- :>r*: a design is 

a definite, concrete plan for a system to perform a cert*»*« f*.r-.<*.tJmi; 

therefore, definite specifications must be established 2o"  !,!*« system to 

ensure that it can perform the expected operational fuw.tr'.nin, 7he«e 

specifications must be established for some period in th*> equipment life. 

In other words, the design could not be ba^ed on the fail" • -~t* Turins 
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the first y ir since gross underdesigning would probably occur due to the 

low failure rate. On the other hand, if the failure rate at the twentieth 

year were used, then overdesigning, overstockage of spares in the early 

years, and other related costs would be overwhelming. 

The alternative would be to consider a changing failure rate and keep 

spares and repair facilities current with the failure rate of the system. 

The ramifications of this approach are quite significant.  For instance, if 

one system failed, then the replacement would exhibit a completely different 

failure pattern than the other like items in the operational system. As 

additional items failed, keeping track of combinations of the older failure 

rates and the newer failure rates would be extremely difficult if not 

impossible. Since most well-cared for items exhibit a fairly long constant 

failure period (2), it seems reasonable that the exponential would net only 

be a good, relatively straightforward approximation for a system, but would 

probably be quite realistic when considering the total life of a large group 

of operating systems. 

The series assumption is somewhat restrictive in that no provision can 

be made for operation in a degraded mode. However, by careful definition 

of the 'components* that make up a system, it appears that reasonable 

approximations to a series system could be obtained.  For instance, an item 

with three independent, necessary components and one redundant component 

for the first item, could be defined by calling it a three component system, 

where the first component's reliability was the reliability obtained by 

combining the primary and redundant element into one component. Similarly, 

higher order components can be rearranged and combined until a series con- 

figuration could be approximated.  It should be pointed out that the 

combination of elements with constant failure rates does not result in new 

components with constant • tilure rates, and therefore, the constant failure 

s 
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rate assumption must be reanalyzed. Care should be taken to ensure that 

proper allowances are made for cases of this nature and that the best 

possible estimates are made for failure rates and repair times. 

The assumption of independently failing components is usually made in 

reliability discussions. Tais assumption is subject to some question 

since, in most any mechanical or electrical equipment, the failure of one 

component could damage or degrade other components. However, by the 

judicious combination of components which appear to fail dependently, 

approximations of the overall failure rate can be made.  It should be noted, 

however, that this assumption, like the others, does somewhat restrict 

application of the models developed in the paper, and full consideration 

should be given to the assumptions whenever the model is applied to an 

allocation problem. 

Basic Development of Cost Relationships 

The allocation of availability parameters to the individual components 

of a multi-component system involves making the decisions as to which com- 

ponents to consider for availability improvement and to which characteristics, 

repair time and/or failure rates, improvement effort should be applied. This 

section discusses the basic development of these decision criteria. 

It is assumed for this development that a system configuration has been 

proposed which falls short of the availability goal established as the system 

requirement. That is, A < A*, where A* is the system availability require- 

ment. Then, from Equation 5* 

1 < A*   . (6) 
i + n 

t\ 

*A11 summations are from 1 to n unless otherwise specified, 

;6 
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In order to simplify the development that follows, It is first assumed 

that the reliability ez  the system is at its highest achievable level. 

Thus, only the repair times (maintainability) can be improved. Then, the 

opposite case is considered in which only the failure rates c^n b» 

improved. Finally, the two cases are combined to give the overall optimal 

set of improvements 

Case 1: Reliability Fixed at the Highest Achievable Level 

A f"Vl 

Let M. be the allocated repair time of the i  component such tlvt 

Inequality 6 becomes 

 i—— =» A*   . (7) 
1 + EX. M. 

i l 

Rewriting, Equation 7 yields 

ni *t   •  -AT" x  ' (*> 

Since, M is the original component repair time, then 

VL±    - Mj + AMj^ (9) 

where AM is the. improvement in repair time for the i  component. For any 

component, AM. can be zero, negative, or positive. The cas* in wHch a AM 

becomes positive indicates that the optimal solution is obtained by 

decreasing the repair time of some components while increasing the repair 

time of the component with positive AM.. In the development of Chapter V, 

two alternatives are considered in this case. First, the positive r.tanpe 

is set equal to zero and a new optimum is determined since, normally, one 

would not purposely increase the repair time of a component.  Secondly, the 

change is considered to have occurred when one component is improved at: the 
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expense of another. For instance, if the packaging arrangement called for 

one component to be closer to the surface for easier access while another 

component was farther inside the package, then it might h^ -«osrnble to 

simply exchange the two components, thereby increasing the repair time of 

the component with positive AM and decreasing the repair time of the com- 

ponent with the negative AM..  In any event, the consideration of both 

cases would serve to increase one's understanding of the design under 

consideration. In all cases the results of the allocation procedure should 

be interpreted as guidelines, rather than as absolute rules to follow, in 

achieving the availability requirement. 

Substituting the expression for M., Equation 9, into Equation 8, 

separating the summations and simplifying, Equation 10 is obtained as 

A - A* 
i  l     A*A 

(10) 

In order to express the cost of improving the repair time, the cost 

equation 

C.  = g±   (Mt, AM.) 

is defined where g. is the functional relationship for the cost of 

decreasing the repair time M by AM.. For the entire system, the total 

cost (TC) is given by 

TC = T.g±  (Mi, AMi)   . (11) 

No definite forms of g. are considered in this chapter. 

The allocation problem is thus expressed as the problem of minimizing 

the total cost of availability improvement (in this case, only the repair 

time improvement) subject to the constraint of meeting the system 

^^^^,^^^^^1^^^,,,,,-^,^.,,^, 



availability requirement. Mathematically, this means: 

minimize     TC = Eg Qi±,  AM.) 

A - A* 
subject to:  EX, AM. =  AvA— J i  l     A*A 

Case 2: Maintainability Fixed at the Highest Achievable Level 

In this case the availability requirement is expressed as a function 

of the achieved repair times and the allocated failure rates, 

A* =  1~  (12) 
i + n. M. 

i i 

where X±    = X± + AXt (13) 

and AX. is the failure rate improvement for the i  component. As before, 

it is possible that the optical solution would show a positive value for 

AX,,, such that an increase in A. is indicated. This situation is handled 
i i 

in the same manner as that described for the repair time case. 

Substituting for X  in Equation 12 and simplifying yields 

Defining a cost function, h. (X., AX.), for the cost of changing the failure 

rate, A., by AX., the total cost of availability improvement for Case 2 

becomes 

TC = Zh  (Xi, AA ) (15) 

and the allocation problem is the minimization of Equation 15, the total 

cost, subject to meeting the constraint of the availability requirement, 

Equation 14. 
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Case 3: Repair Times ?nd Failure Rates Can Be Improved 

If the system availability requirement is expressed as a function of 

both the allocated repair times and allocated failure rates, the equation 

for the availability requirement becomes 

A* =  K    s    . (16) 
1 + EX. M^ 

l i 

Substituting Equations 9 and 13 into Equation 16, gives 

A* - 1 + Z   (\± +  AXX) (M.. + AM±) 

Simplification yields the equation 

EM. AX4 + EAM. \4  + EAX4 AM. = A ~ A*   .        (17) i  i     i i     i  i     A*A 

The total cost is expressed as the sum of the costs for improving the 

failure rates and the repair times, such that the allocation problem 

becomes: 

minimize     TC = lh±  (\±,  AX ) + Eg., (M^ AM±) (18) 

subject to:  EM. AX. + ZAM. X, + EAX. AM  = A ~A*   . (17) 
i  i     i i     i  i     A*A 

General Solution of the Allocation Problem 

The general solution to the allocation problem expressed in Case 3 is 

obtained by a Lagrange multiplier technique. Solutions to Cases 1 and 2 

are simply special cases of 3, and although the solutions are not stated 

explicitly, either solution could be obtained by considering the set of 

parameters of interest, failure rates or repair times, to be constants, 

such that all the AX. or AM would be zero. 

20 
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If the constraint equation is written to be equal to zero, that is 

ZM4 AX, + EÄM, \4 + EAX. AM. - \l.
A* - 0   ,       (19) i  i     i i     i  i   A*A 

then the Lagrangian can be written as 

A = Ztu (X1§ AXt) ■»- Zg± (M1, AM±) 

+ K (m±  AX1 + ZAM± Xt + IAXt M±  - ^J^~) 

where K is the Lagrange multiplier. 

Taking the derivatives and setting them equal to zero yields the following 

set of equations: 

8h (X , AX ) 
1  "   l    +  KM. + K (AM.) = 0 BAX.       8AX. i    y i 

for i = 1, 2, ..., n 

3g  (M  AM ) 
LÄ  -   *   l   * + KX, + K (AX,) = 0 

> 

3AM±       8AM 1       r 

for i « 1, 2 n 

and 

£A A - A* 
w  «   m± AXt + EfiMj \± + J:AX1 AM1 - -JJJ-  »   o 

The above set of equations contains 2n + 1 unknowns, AX-, AX«, ..., AX^, 

AM., AM-, .,., AM , K, and since there are 2n + 1 equations, a unique 

solution should be obtainable if definite forms of the cost functions are 

inserted.  It should be pointed out that the solution set of equations is 

general in that any differentiable cost functions could br> '.nserted and 
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solutions c*twined. H waver, the assumptions involved in the development 

(constant failure rates, indepeiidently, failing components, and series 

configuration) should be analyzed in the particular application under 

consideration. 

In Chapter IV particular cost »relations are discussed and one form of 

cost equation is considered for detailed analysis and solution. The 

methods of solution used in Chapter IV will offer guidelines for solution 

techniques that could be applied to other cost functions. 

Z*- 
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CHAPTER IV 

COST-BASED SOLUTION OF THE ALLOCATION PROBLEM 

Introduction 

In this chapter cost considerations» associated with the improvement of 

availability are discussed, and a specific cost function is considered for 

detail ' analysis and solution according to the set of solution equations 

obtained in Chapter III. Obviously, other cost relationships and factors 

could have been discussed and/or analyzed in detail for this development. 

However, it seemed more appropriate to follow through a complete solution 

for one form; so that this solution can be used, as it stands, for any 

particular problem to which the assumptions of Chapter III and the cost 

equation apply. Additional factors such as sparing costs, probabilities of 

meeting downtime goals, and total system costs, could be considered exten- 

sions of this work, and the techniques used in this paper could reasonably 

be applied to such extensions. 

Cost Considerations of Availability Improvement 

The overall objective of an allocation program should be to allocate 

the system parameters to the individual components in such a way as to 

minimize the costs of owning a system while meeting the system operational 

requirements. For the availability allocation problem, the costs of con- 

cern are those associated with the failure rates and repair times. 

Generally, these costs can be described by the following categories: 

23 
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1. Sparing and inventory costs. 
2. Downtime costs. 
3. Development costs to increase the 

availability to the desired level. 

The sparing and inventory costs are associated with tbr. failure rates 

of a system. For instance, an item with a high failure i**te would require 

more spare parts than a low failure rate item. Furthermore, if He failure 

rate of an item is decreased by one-half, then the number of spares 

necessary would also he decreased by approximately one-half. Likewip«, the 

cost of carrying half as many spares in inventory, checking them out 

periodically and other related costs, would also be decrea*«d by about one- 

half. Obviously for low failure rate items, where only a few spares were 

carried, this linear relationship would not hold. However, for a fairly 

large number of systems, with adequate inventory policies, the sparing cost 

would generally be expected to be a linear function of the failure rate. 

The cost associated with system downtime is concerned with the period 

of time the system is out of operation. This cost would be a function of 

the frequency of failure (failure rate) and the time required to bring the 

system back to operating state (repair time).  Such factors PS lost output 

during repair time, manpower to perform repairs, and addp.d b^r^e^s on the 

unfailed systems would be considered functions of the failure rate«* and 

repair times. If all hourly costs associated with the system downtime are 

lumped, it appears that the downtime cost could probably be considered a 

linear function of the failure rate and repair time. 

Finally, a cost must be associated with actually achieving a particu- 

lar availability. As stated in Chapter I, this paper is not concerned 

with trade-offs or procedures to establish an optimal availability require- 

ment.  It is assumed that an availability goal has been established and 

therefore, the problem is the achievement of that goal with the minimum 

%4 
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cost. Functions describing the cost of increasing the availability from a 

level below the requirement to the required goal should take the form of 

the curves shown in Figure 1. 

Cost Cost 

X.    failure rate M. 
l 

(a) 

-1, 

(b) 

repair time 

Legend: 

X.  improved failure rate 

X.  achieved failure rate 
Legend: 

M.  achieved repair time 

M   improved repair time 

Figure 1. COST VERSUS REPAIR TIME AND FAILURE RATE 

Figure 1-a shows a functional relationship between the failure rate 

and the cost required to improve it by AX.. A function of this type would 

appear to be a good description of the relationship between the cost and 

the failure rate. The cost would vary inversely with the failure rate, 

such that a high cost would be associated with a low failure rate and a 

low cost with a high failure rate. Similar curves would exist for the 

repair times (Figure 1-b). These relationships suggest that the cost of a 

zero failure rate or repair time would be infinite since they are 

impossible to attain. Furthermore, the achieved level (X or M.) would 

represent a point above which the cost would not decrease. This means 

that since X. and M. have already been obtained, no variable cost can be 

associated with getting to these points. Also, it is noted that if the 

function increased with the increasing failure rate past the achieved 
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level, Xf, then the model would force the cost back to the achieved level. 

Thus the level portion of the cost curves In Figure 1 represents the case 

with increasing cost as well as the level cost associated with points past 

the achieved level. Therefore, the only areas of interest are between the 

acheived levels and the improved levels that will yield the availability 

requirement. 

Nye (15) has proposed modified exponential forms that exhibit the 

above characteristics. However, his work determined that these were not 

amenable to analytical solution techniques. 

For this paper, the following functions are used to describe the 

component improvement costs: 

g. <Hlf mt)   =  —Hs sr     . (2°> 
Cm. Cm. 

l 

M.  + AM. 
i           l 

M. 
l 

ex. 
l 

ex. 
l 

X, + AX. 
i           i 

X. 
1 

h± <V AX4)   -  r-r± y± (2D 

where 

1) g, (M., AM.) is the cost in dollars of improving th*» achieved 

repair time M by AM., 

2) h. (X., AX.) is the cost in dollars of improving the achieved 

failure rate X by AX., 

3) Cm is the cost factor associated with the difficulty of 

decreasing the repair time of component i, and 

4) CX. is the cost factor associated with the difficulty of 

decreasing the failure rate of component i. 

These functions follow the general characteristics described earlier. 

When the failure rate improvement, AX., becomes close to the achieved 

failure rate, A., then the first term of Equation 21 becomes increasingly 

li* 
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large (AX. is negative). In addition, when AX is zero (no improvement), 

the co9t is zero. Thus, the achieved levels were 'free1 in that no cost 

is incurred getting to that point. The cost comes about with improvements 

to meet the system availability requirement. The same is true for the 

repair time cost function. 

The cost factors, Cm and CX , are constants rhat are determined for 

each component based on past experience, familiarity with the equipment, 

and engineering judgment. The importance of careful estimates for thefje 

factors cannot be overemphasized. An example problem is stated and solved 

in Chapter V which illustrates the use of these factors. General guide- 

lines for their establishment are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

In the establishment of cost factors the relative values are the 

important consideration  For instance, if an item with a high failure 

rate could be improved easily by simple changes in the wiring system to 

give a much lower failure rate and other items could be improved only with 

great difficulty, then the cost factor CX. might be one-tenth as great as 

some of the other cost factors. If one component is impossible to improve, 

then its cost factor might be set extremely high. Similarly for the repair 

time factors, estimates must be made of the relative degree of difficulty 

for decreasing component repair times. 

The dimensions of CX. and Cm are shown below: 

CX 
and therefore   CX. » $/hr 

failure/hr i 

Cm. 
$ » r—        and therefore   Cm. -« ($)(hr) 

nr l 

The failure rate cost factor is divided by the failures per hour, whereas 

the repair time cost factor is divided only by hours. Thus, the failure 

rate cost factor must be considerably lower than the repair time factor if 

71 
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the costs associated with changing one or the other are to be similar. 

For example, if one component of a system has the following characteristics, 

\±    - .001/hr 

M1 = 1 hr 

and it is determined that improvement effort can be ra*Hc with equ*.T diffi- 

culty for either characteristic, then the co*t associated with each wi'd 

be 

CA 
TC, 

.001/hr 
and 

Cm. 
TC  - r-=- 
m   hr 

Since the cost associated with the two is to be the same, then CX must be 

approximately one one-thousandth of Cm., dhen considering systems of :nore 

than one component, the cost factors must be balanced according to the 

degree of difficulty of improving the failure rate or repair time, ?<*  well 

as the relative difficulty of improving one component with respect to 

another. 

In this paper the sparing and downtime costs are not considered in the 

analytical solution, since in the design stage of system devclcpmon.: know- 

ledge of these factors is somewhat limited. It is suggested, howe."jr, tMt 

when such costs can be predicted, these be included in the constants 

tssociated with the failure rate and repair time improvement. For instance, 

if it is known that one component costs twice as much as another, although 

improvement effort is comparable, the constant for the more: expensive it.or. 

should be increased, thereby making its "improvement" more costly. 

Similarly, if downtime is not exceptionally costly to a particular r^tw, 
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all of the repair time constants could be lowered thus allowing less of 

the improvement to be taken by the failure rate. 

Solution of the Allocation Problem 

If the cost functions discussed in the previous section (Equations 20 

and 21) are substituted into the solution set developed in Chapter III, 

the following set is obtained. 

a ex.       ex. 
■&1 kprjq - ^>+ K <Mi + AMi>  ■ °     • 

for i ■ 1,  2,  ..., n 

~ Cm. Cm. 

and 

for i - 1, 2,  ..., n 

iMi Axt + im± xt + ux± m± - ^7—*   »   0 

The solution to this set represents the set of improvements in component 

failure rates and repair times that minimize the improvement cost while 

achieving the availability requirement. 

Taking derivatives yields 

CX 
- K (M, + AM,)      for i - 1, 2, ..., n  2 ~ "" v"i    i 

(Xt + AX^
Z 

and 
Cm 

1    - K (X4 + AX4)      for i « 1, 2, ..., n  2 *~ ^ vai    i 

Solv "» these for the variables or interest, AX. and AM , one obtains 
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i    -      I ~Xi 

AM, 

and 

^Cm./K 
- M. 

Jxi+ AXi 

for i ■ 1, 2,  ..., n 

for i - 1, 2,   .... n 

IM,   AX, + EAM,  A, + EAX,   AM 
A - A* 

1    uAt   T   „m^    At   nr    ttUn±    uu± A^.A 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

It is noticed that with the exception of the last equation the repair 

time improvement for each component, AM., is a function of the failure rate 

improvement AX. and K. Similarly, the failure rate improvement for any 

particular component is a function of AM and K. Thus, each set of two 

simultaneous equations, AX. and AM-, AX? and AM«, can be solved in terms of 

the Lagrange constant K. This is accomplished by first substituting AX 

(Equation 22) into Equation 23 with the result that 

AM, 
Cn^/K 

Xi+, 

- M, 
CXi/K 1/2 

M + AMjL 
- X, 

This expression can be rewritten to give 

2\ 1/3 

AM, 
^ 

- M, for i * 1,  2,   ,.., n 
*i N*'" ICX.   I i 

Substituting for AM    in Equation 22 yields the result 

2\ 1/3 
sr-MV 

for i « 1,  2,   ..., n 

(25) 

(26) 

to 
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If Equations 25 and 26 are substituted for each AX. and AM., i = 1, 2, 

1/3 
..,, nf in the constraint Equation 24, then the solution for (1/K)   is 

obtained as 

(1/K)1/3 = 
(A - A*)/A*A + EX. M. 

i i , (27) 

l 
Z (Cm.. CXi)        | 

Thus, the solution is obtained for each repair time and failure rate 

1/3 
improvement. The constant (1/K)   is calculated and the result substi- 

tuted in Equations 25 and 26 for AM and AX, to determine the repair time 

and failure rate improvement for each component. This solution represents 

the optimal set of improvements to meet the availability requirement A*. 

An example problem is stated and solved in Chapter V using this result. 

In addition, the difficulty of the calculations, especially for a large 

number of components, has necessitated a computer program to aid in the 

rapid solution of the allocation problem. This program is also discussed 

in Chapter V. 

Allocation in the Conceptual Stage of Design 

During the conceptual stage of system development it is often possible 

to estimate costs of reliability and maintainability improvement, even 

though a definite design has not been formalized.  If such costs can be 

estimated, however roughly, then an allocation program prior to the estab- 

lishment of a detailed system design would offer several advantages. With 

a general concept of the failure rates and repair times that need tc be 

achieved in order to meet a system availability requirement, the designer 

could proceed more logically and less expensively to the final design. 

Fewer design modifications would be necessary, and organization and 

direction would be given to the design effort. 

SI 
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Cost predictions for cases of this nature could not be as detailed as 

those of the case discussed earlier. In the previous case, a less than 

optimal set of conditions had been developed that fell shnrt <->f the system 

goal. Then, cost functions were defined to change the conditions according 

to line least cost method to achieve the availability requirement. For the 

case discussed in this section, the solution will give the optimal set of 

component conditions at any availability level chosen. Thus, the cost of 

development will be optimized at all points as the availability is improved. 

The cost model that is suggested for this case is a modification of 

the earlier model in that a cost has to be associated with any failure rate 

or repair time, and there are no achieved levels to be subtracted. 

! 
Cost 

-failure rate 
A. 
i 

Figure 2. FAILURE RATE VERSUS COST 
FOr; ALL LEVELS OF FAILURE RATE 

Thus, using the reciprocal relations discussed in the previous section but 

redefining the variables of interest to be A. and M (rather than AX. and 

AM ), the costs of failure rate and repair time development are 

hi ('V = 
Cf. 

l (28) 

and 
Cu 

(29) 

where Cf is the cost factor associated with the difficulty of developing 

^V 
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the failure rates and fu is the cost factor associated with the difficulty 

of developing the repair times. 

The cost factors in this case, Cf and Cu., are determined by the 

best possible predictions for each component. However, in the conceptual 

stage, a 'component' might be defined as a black box to perform a certain 

function, rather than as a definite piece of hardware. For example, a 

small electronics unit might be considered to consist of the following 

components: optics, circuit package, mechanical equipment, and tubes and 

transistors. Although detailed estimates of the failure rates for each 

'component* could not be attained, it would be possible to predict that the 

reliability of the mechanical equipment could be improved at lower cost 

than the optics equipment. The tubes and transistors could be improved at 

lower cost than the circuits.  Similarly, higher order systems could be 

analyzed for the necessary components and reasonable, relative cost factors 

determined. 

The solution to this case is obtained as before by minimizing the- 

development costs subject to the constraint of meeting an availability 

requirement, A*. The availability definition 

A* - 
1 + Z\    Mi 

is used to determine the constraint, since X and M. are the variables of 

interest in this case. Rewriting the above equation yields 

»i «i - i* -1    • (30) 

The total cost is obtained by summing Equations 28 and 29 over all compo- 

nents with the result that the total cost is given by 
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n Cf.   n Cu. 

i=i   i   i-i   i 
(31) 

Using the Lagrange multiplier technique, one obtains 

Cf. Cu. 

i i 

3A. 

Cfi  1 + KM      =    0 
X. 
l 

IxiMi-X* + 1 

for i = 1,  2,   ..., n 

M 
3M. 

Cu 

M, l + KXi for i = 1, 2,   ..., n 

i ■ aiMi-Ä?+1 ■ ° 

The solution to the above set of equations is obtained as in the pre- 

vious case. The results are 

2\l/3 

Mt = (1/K) 
1/3 / Cui 

Cf, 
for 1 » 1, 2, ..., n (32) 

(1/K) 
1/3/Cfi 

2\l/3 

Cu, for i ■ 1, 2, ..., n (33) 

and 

(1/K) 
1/3 1/A* - 1 

I   (Cut Cf±) 
1/3 

1/2 
(34) 

The solutions obtained in this chapter are applied to an example pro- 

blem in Chapter V. The computer program developed to handle the calculations 

is described and discussed. An additional complication is also discussed in 

which a maximum allowable repair time is imposed as an added constraint on 

the allocation problem. 
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CHAPTER V 

APPLICATION OF THE ALLOCATION TECHNIQUE 

General 

This chapter uses results from the previous chapter to solve an 

example allocation problem. Since the calculations are eronowha*: difficult 

and tedious, a computer program was developed to perform the »itire allo- 

cation procedure. The solution of the problem is discussed i-r  the context 

of the computer program. The example system considered in this chapter 

consists of only five components, although the model and the computer 

program could be used to handle a system of any size. Of course, the 

dimension statements would have to be increased to the desired level. The 

program is listed in the Appendix. 

Example 

A system is proposed which consists of fivt components. Predictions 

for the failure rate and time to repair of each component are given in 

Table 1. The repair time includes all active portions of downtime. For 

instance, these might consist of isolation of the failed component, removal9 

repair and/cr replacement, and check-out. Although the predicts failure 

rates and repair times of the last three components are the s^me, the 

components are not identical. 
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Table 1 

COMPONENT REPAIR TIMES AND FAILURE RATES 

Component    Repair Time (hr)    Failure rate (fail/hr) 

1 15 .0019 
2 8 .0051 
3 10 .0034 
4 10 .0034 
5 10 .0034 

Availability = 0.8538 

The availability of the above system is calculated to be 0.8538 using 

Equation 5. The availability goal is 0.95. 

The facts that can be ascertained about the relative costs of 

improving the failure rates and repair times of these components have led 

to the establishment of the cost factors in Table 2. 

Table 2 

COMPONENT COST FACTORS 

Component    Cm ($-hrs)    CA ($/hr) 

1 17,000 25.00 
2 12,000 18.00 
3 20,000 10.00 
4 20,000 5.00 
5 30,000 10.00 

It is desired to achieve the availability re4 iremen; with the least 

possible improvement cost. 

1/3 
Using Equation 27 from Chapter IV the constant (1/K)   is calculated. 

This result is used to calculate the failure rate and repair time improve- 

ments according to Equations 25 and 26. The improvement is added to the 

original values (improvement means negative AX. or AM.) and the results in 

Table 3 are obtained. The availability calculation yields the required 

0.95. 
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Table 3 

ALLOCATED REPAIR TIMES AND FAILURE RATES 

Component    New Repair Time (hrs)    New Failure Rate (f/hr) 

1 2.96 .00436 
2 2.62 .00393 
3 4.48 .00224 
4 5.64 .00141 
5 5.87 .00196 

Availability = ■ 0.9500 

These calculations are not shown in detail since the computer program is 

used to perform all computations. The input data consists of the achieved 

repair times and failure rates and the cost factors from Tables 1 and 2. 

The input data format is given in Appendix. The output values in Table 3 

are given in the print-out shown in Appendix. The total cost of these 

improvements is calculated to be $13,238. 

In analyzing the results of this allocation, it is noted that the 

failure rate of component 1 was increased from 0.0019 to 0.00436, while the 

other components showed decreasing failure rates and repair times. This 

case, in which AX, is positive, arises when the model associates negative 

cost with increasing a failure rate or repair time. From Equation 21, the 

cost is reduced when a component's failure rate or repair time is increased. 

Thus, the total cost reflects the saving for increasing the failure rate of 

component 1. 

Two alternatives exist when a situation of the above nature arises. 

First, it could be assumed that the failure rate of another component 

needed to be improved at the expense of component 1. This means that 

originally more expense than necessary was put into achieving the low 

failure rate of the first component, while a cheaper, more advantageous 

route to the availability requirement existed.  Since that has already 
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transpired, if one of the other components could now be improved at the 

expense of the first, a significant improvement would be realized. For 

example, similar parts might be exchanged among items, redundant circuits 

rearranged, or any other mechanical change might be made that favored one 

component over the first. Similarly, if one of the repair times showed a 

positive AM., it might be possible to lower other repair times by changing 

the packaging arrangement to favor those items which the allocation proce- 

dure indicated to improve. One component could be moved closer to the 

surface for easier access, while the component with the positive AM. could 

be moved into the center of the package. 

The second alternative is to force the increased failure rate back to 

its original level. If this is done, and no other changes made, then the 

availability would be forced higher than the 0.95 required level. However, 

it is possible to mathematically constrain the failure rate or repair time 

to its achieved level and calculate a new optimum. To do this it is 

necessary to return to the solution set, Equations 25, 26, and 24 in 

1/3 Chapter IV. It is remembered that the solution for (1/K)   was obtained 

by substituting for each AM. and AX. in Equation 24. However, if AX- is 

set equal to zero, then the constraint equation becomes 

I    M AX + I    M    X + I    AX AM  - ^=^ 
i»2 X  X  1=1  X X  i=2  X  X    A A 

This can be generalized to the following result: 

I     M AXt +        [      « X    + I tl    «      -   Äj=J£ (35) 
over i over i over i 
where where where 

AXjtO AM?*0 AX  and AM^O 

a 



The equation below is obtained by substituting for M and Hi.  in 

Equation 35. 

(1/K) 
2/3     I      (Cm.CX.)1/3 + (1/K)

1/2   I       (C^A.)1'2 

over i ~ over i 
where 

A A or AM JO 
where 
AX±=0 

+ a/K) 1/2 ,1/2 A - A* I   (CW1/Z- I  A.Mi- 
over i i=l 
where 
AMi=0 

= 0 (36) 

Roots for (1/K) for Equation 36 are obtained by Newton's Method. The 

subroutine RTNI (p. 54) in the computer program performs the solution by 

Newton's Method for equations of the form F(x) ■ 0. The RTNI parameters 

consist of an initial guess of the root, the maximum allowable error, the 

maximum number of iterations, and a subprogram to calculate the function 

and derivative values. For any other problem, new parameters might be 

necessary to obtain an adequate solution. When (1/K) is determined, it is 

raised to the one-third power and the solutions for the AX and AM. which 

are not equal to zero are obtained from Equations 25 and 26. The procedure 

to perform this solution has been incorporated into the computer program. 

Returning to the example problem, it is necessary to recompute the 

allocated values based on setting the positive AA. equal to zero. The 

results in Table A are obtained from the computer solution of the equations 

described above. 
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Table 4 

FINAL COMPONENT ALLOCATIONS 

Component    Repair Time (hrs)    Failure Rate (fai'inrr./hr) 

1 3.10 .00190 
2 2.74 .00411 
3 4.69 .00234 
4 5.90 .00148 
5 6.14 .00205 

Availability = ■ 0.9529 

Comparing these results to Table 3, the initial allocation, it is seen 

that by restoring the failure rate of the first component to its original 

value, the repair times and failure rates of the remaining components do 

not have to be improved quite as much. For instance, the repair time of 

the fourth component is now 5.9 hours rather than 5.64 hours originally. 

The total cost for achieving the above parameters is $18,809. 

In analyzing these results to determine which changes to make in the 

system to achieve the availability requirement, it is necessary to study 

the system under consideration to see if the indicated changes are 

realistic and reasonable. The results of the allocation technique are 

guidelines to be taken into consideration, not hard and fast rules that 

must be followed under any circumstances. 

An additional feature of the computer program is that the total cost 

of the changes is calculated and printed out. Also, if no components 

exhibit a positive AX, or AM., a message stating that the allocations are 

complete is printed, the parts of the program concerned with the new 

solution are skipped, and the program is terminated. 

Maximum Allowable Repair Time 

The case will often arise where a maximum allowable repair time is 

imposed on the operation of a particular system.  It is possible that a 
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system could meet the availability requirement and still experience a 
i 

failure that would result in a long downtime that could produce disastrous 

results. For example, mail-sorting equipment must be repaired within 

minutes of a failure to prevent a complete bottleneck, and tie-up in the 

mail routing processes. Similarly, for transportation vehicles it would 

usually be desirable to keep repair times below certain levels to ensure 

meeting schedules with high probability. Also, any type of limited pro- 

duction 'readiness* weapons systems would be expected to have maximum 

allowable repair times. 

This problem can be handled in the context of the allocation technique 

of this paper. If a maximum allowable repair time is imposed on the system, 

then it is obvious that all of the component repair times must be equal to 

or lower than the maximum. Thus, if any predicted repair time exceeds the 

maximum allowable, it is set equal to the maximum before the allocation 

technique is employed. The cost of this improvement is then added to the 

total cost of the changes involved by the allocation procedure. Then, cost 

factors are determined as usual, the allocation program is applied, and the 

results analyzed for optimal improvements. The final allocations in the 

computer output are the ones of interest. 

It should be noted that this allocation procedure is concerned only 

with the mean repair times. No attempt has been made to describe the form 

of the repair time densities. For this reason, if a maximum allowable 

repair time is imposed, it would be necessary to consider possible distri- 

butional forms such that variations around the mean could be analyzed. The 

probabilities of exceeding the maximum allowable could be determined if 

distributional parameters can be predicted. Therefore, lacking information 

concerning the variations about the mean, it would appear wise to attempt 

to achieve repair times somewhat below the maximum allowable. 
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In the following chapter, the results of this work are summarized and 

recommendations for further study are given. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A method for the cost-based allocation of the availability param- 

eters, repair times and failure rates, has been developed.  The tech- 

nique is based on the minimization of improvement costs subject to the 

constraint of an imposed system availability requirement.  The useful- 

ness of this technique lies in its ability to determine the set of com- 

ponent repair time and failure rate improvements that can be made with 

the least cost to achieve a specified level of availability.  The allo- 

cation problem is solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers, and a 

computer program has been developed to perform the allocation procedure. 

This allocation technique is applicable to systems which can be 

described by a series model; that is, all components are necessary for 

proper system functioning. Extension to other models has not been con- 

sidered in this paper, although it would appear feasible to solve the 

allocation problem for cases in which definite system models could be 

developed. For instance, an availability model could be defined for 

a system with redundant components. This model could then be used as 

the series model is used in this paper. Extensions of this nature would 

greatly expand the usefulness and application areas of the allocation 

problem. 
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It is also assumed that the individual components in tM rcries 

configuration exhibit constant failure rates and that failures occur 

independently. The removal of these assumptions would generalize the 

allocation procedure and certainly make it more realistic. However, 

without the constant failure rate assumption, analytic solution tech- 

niques are usually unfeasible, if possible at all. The effects of 

various modes of failure could be investigated by careful analyzation 

and prediction of possible failure patterns, and subsequent determina- 

tion of the effect of these on the system availability. 

The cost equations used in this development are defined to describe 

the costs associated with the improvement of component failure rates and 

repair times from achieved levels. Thus the availability requirement is 

obtained in the manner that requires the least cost to be expended in 

improvement of design and equipment. Although this problem would be of 

great importance to design and development groups, it would appear that 

the allocations should be made on the basis of minimizing the cost of 

the system throughout its life. In this respect, the cost equations 

could be expanded to include the effects of component allocations on 

such factors as sparing costs, downtime costs, and other cost aspects 

of system ownership. The ultimate goal«., of course, would be to allocate 

to the system components the levels of reliability and maintainability 

that would minimize the overall total system lifetime costs. 

Specific work could also be done to define the effects of various 

provisioning policies, manpower levels, and repair facilities on the 

system and component repair times. The approach used in this paper was 
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to allocate only mean repair times, assuming that reasonable predictions 

could be made for active repair times from a basic design of the system. 

While the active repair times (associated with the 'inherent'availability) 

are of primary interest to the designer of a system, the long-range plan- 

ning functions must consider the realities of logistics and administrative 

delays and manpower shortages.  Even after a basic allocation program 

has been instigated, these factors should be taken into consideration 

before indicated changes are made in the system. 

This paper also considers the allocation problem in which the de- 

signer is starting with no specific, achieved levels of failure rates 

and repair times.  In this case, general cost equations are determined 

for thf reliability and maintainability development of system elements, 

and the optimal combination of repair times and failure rates is deter- 

mined. This is referred to in the paper as allocation in the conceptual 

stage of development. The use of this type of procedure should give 

the designer guidelines as to which areas to consider for detailed de- 

velopment and to which areas developmental effort can be best applied. 

In conclusion, the results of this paper should be of primary 

interest to the basic design functions. Where it is necessary to 

achieve a stated inherent availability requirement, this allocation 

technique will direct attention to the specific components that need 

to be improved, and to the characteristics of each component., failure 

rates and/or repair times, that need to be improved.  The inclusion of 

the more complicating factors of overall system performance and the 

factors of total system lifetime costs will add depth and thoroughness 

to the solution of the allocation problem. 
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APPENDIX 
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APPENDIX 

A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE AVAILABILITY ALLOCATION PROBLEM 

The purpose of the program listed in this Appendix is to provide 

a computerized technique for solving the availability allocation problem. 

To rewrite the program for a larger system it is necessary to make 

only two changes in the program.  These are: 

1) The variables in the DIMENSION statement, line 1, 
must be dimensioned as large as the number of 
components in the system, and 

2) The number of components, N, must be stated at 
line 5. 

The availability requirement, AA, is given in line 4.  The input data 

format is listed on page 51.  The significant variables for the pro- 

gram are listed below, and a program flowchart follows. 

Variables 

Repair time of itn component 

Repair time cost factor for itn component 

XM (I) 

CM (I) 

XF (I) 

CF (I) 

XMfo (I) 

XFN (I) 

A 

Failure rate of i*"" component 

,th 
Failure rate cost factor for i  component 

Allocated repair time for i  component 

Allocated failure rate for i  component 

Coefficient of (l/K^* in Equation 36 
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B 

C 

AA 

N 

AS 

XLG 

ANEW 

X 

F 

DERF 

AF 

IER 

</2 
Sum of coefficients of (1/K) in Equation 36 

Constant terms in Equation 36 

Availability requirement 

Number of components 

Achieved availability 

Lagrange multiplier 

Availability from initial allocation 

(1/K) from Equation 36, solution variable for RTNI 

Functional value of Equation 36 when (1/K) equal to X 

Value of first derivative of Equation 36 when (1/K) equal to X 

Availability based on final allocation 

Error code for subroutine RTNI 

IER = 0 solution is obtained 

= 1 no convergence after maximum number of iteration 
steps 

= 2 derivative equal to zero 
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MAIN PROGRAM FLOWCHART 

Write 
XM, XF, 

rAS, CM, CFi 

Calculate 
Lagrange Con- 

stant XLG 

Calculate 
New Failure 
Rates & Re- 
pair Times 

0 
^Write New 
Parameters 

& Avail- 
ability 

yes /Allocations 
yomplete-End 

Calculate Co- 
efficients of 
fL/K*? 1/K4'2, & 
Constant-Eq 36 

Find Root of 
Eq 36 - Sub- 
routine RTNI 

Write 
rX, F, IER 

Calculate New 
Constant 
XK = X 

Calculate 
Final Alloca- 
tion Values 

~KrTTe~ 
Final Val-J 
ues & A-- 

/ailabilityi 

Calculate 
Total Cost 

of 
Allocation 

J- 
Write 
Total 
Cost 

Enrl 
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SUBROUTINE RTNI SUBROUTINE FCT 

V start   ) 

Sei  y Equal 
to Initial 

Guess 
Calculate New 
F And DERF 
(Call FCT) 

Calculate F 
And DERF 
(Call FCT) 

yes^AccuracyV 
In Limitys \^n Limit/^ 

£?    \>n< 

^ IER = 0 
Return 

IER = 2 
Return 

Calculate 
New Guess 

X=X - F/DERF 
IER = 1 
Return 

Start   ) 

j... 
VA/ 

~l 
DERF = ff(X) 

Return^ 

J 

So 
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< o 
u 

z 
u 
O 

z 

o u 

Of 

■e 

2: 

Values of failure rate cost factor, CF (I) 
F 10.2 

Values of failure rate, XF (I) 
F 10.8 

Values of repair time cost factor, CM (I) 
F 10.2 

Values of repair time, XM (I) 
F 10.2 

* * ■ ■ * * 

Figure A.1—Input format for the allocation program values 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

9 
10 
11 
12 
II 
I** 

is 
lö 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2d 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

iJÜti   X415S 5, I Mr=*2J,PAGf > = 020      -IhSSEK   -   ALLUCAUJN 

DIME NSC Mi   X-illö),   Ltfllö) ,XF(l6>,Ch( 16), 
IX4MI Lü) ,xr H l(,J 

EXTERNAL   hCT 
CG^-JN   A,K,C 
AA   =   .9-3 
\   =   5 
SM   =   0 
SJMC i   =   ü 
SUM   =   0 
[y.j lo l 

9Ü 
10 

89 

20 

98 

30 

40 

91 

95 

-   UM 
RfcAl)   (5,90)    X4UU   CMIlli   XFU),   CF<1) 
FURMAT    I^IG.Ü) 
H1M1 INU£ 
MITE   16,39)   AA 
FORMAT    i ihi, «AVAILABILITY   REQUIREMENT   IS   ',F6.4//// 

17X, «ütJKPÜ^FNT        REPAIR   TIME    MRS) FAILJMF   KATE«) 
00   2 0   I   =   UN 
SU*CJ   =   SUHC*   +   (CM I )*CF( I ) )**.33331 
XLGU   =    S'J'U   ( I l.00i/AA-1.000)/SU/C3) 
DO   3J   I   =   UN 
KMKCII   =   XLGl)*   C.1( I )**,666o7/CF i H **. 33333 
XFN(l)   =   XLGU*CF(I>**.6667/CH«U**.3533 
WRITE (>>,93)    It   XK   (I),   X.F    (I) 
füKMAT   ( U)x, I2.tl2XvFb.3ff t*X,F12.4) 
SJ^I   =   SUM   ♦   X-lUll )   *   XFi\( i ) 

AAC   =   t.OGO/U.OOQ+SUH) 
SS>V4   =   0 
DO   V;)   I   =   1,   N 
SM   =    S*   ♦   ^(l )*Xf ( I ) 
AS   =   U()00/( l.üüü>S*) 
V^rH Tb    (6,91)    AS 
FORMAT   UHOt •GIVEN   ABOVE   VAL'JES        A   =   UF07.4///) 
irfKlTt    (6,95) 
FORMAT      (21X,,C0ST   FACTORS   FHR   ITEMS«/ 

UCMU > ,CI-I I ) 

ARE* 
NE>* 

/   SdMC3> 

34 DO   60   f    =    UN 
35 WRITE   (6,9o) 
36 60   CiMTlHUc 
37 •     96   FORMAT   ( 10X, 12 ,9X , Ft». 0,9X , F6. 0) 
38 UKlTE    (6,94) 
39 94   FuMAT    (1HÜ,//1    INI TI AL   ALLOCATIONS 

I «Cu-tPlvVE «iT NLA   REPAIR   TIME    (HRS) 
40 XLo   =   SJKT(((AS   -   AA)/IAS*AA)    +   Sfi) 
41 DO   50   1    =   UN 
42 XMN(l)   =   xLw   *   CM(I)**.n66u7/CF(I)**.33333 
43 XFMII   =   XLu   *CH I I**.ü667/CMC I)**.3J33 
44 ftKLU    tti,92)    I ,   XMi\l< I ) ,XFM I ) 
45 92   FüRMAT   ( lUX,I 2,I5X,F6.3,12%,F12.0) 
46 SU4N      =   SUn.'M   «■   AMMIlnh^l) 
4 7 50   CilNT INUE 
4ci ANFv,   =    I .000/( I.OUO + SUMiNi) 
49 *RITE    W>,9*U    ANL/g 

/7X, 
FAILURE RATE« ) 
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50 99 KSK'*} 
51 DU i 
52 ir ( 
53 144 1F l 
54 143 CÜNT 
55 '«RIT 
56 962 FÜHM 
57 GO T 
5a 146 A = 
59 rt = 
öü C = 
61 DG 1 
62 IF < 
63 110 IF < 
64 115 C = 
65 XMN( 
66 XFNI 
67 GO T 
68 130 IF { 
69 160 XrtM 
70 B * 
7i GU T 
72 150 XFN( 
73 u = 
74 GÜ T 
75 190 A = 
76 100 CUiNiT 
77 X = 
78 F = 
79 UERF 
80 LALL 
Al *RIT 
R2 863 FUR« 

l«  F 
2" FI 
J*CUW 

83 XK = 
84 SM = 
35 00 2 
86 IF ( 
87 210 XMM 
83 220 IF ( 
89 230 XF\( 
90 200 CU\,T 
91 00 2 
92 235 SM = 
9 3 AF = 
94 DU 2 
9b rfkil 
9* 93 FJM 
97 240 CüMT 
98 WRIT 

AT(H   ,25HAVAILAÜiUTY   CHECK        A   =   ,F07.4////) 
H3   I   =   UN 
xFM 1) - XF ( 1 ) ) 14<*,144,146 
XMM i) - XHll>) 143,143,14o 
IfJüF 
i    (6,9t>2) 
AT  (2 5h ALLOCATIONS APE COMPLETE ) 

) 24 1 
3 
0 
SM + (AS - AA)/(AS*AA1 
00 I = 1,N 
XFM l)-XF(l) )      130,110,110 
V"M( I )   -   XM( I ))    150,115,115 
C   -   XFl l)*   XM(l) 
i)    =    Xtfll \ 
\)   =   XFU) 

l>   1J0 
A*M l) - XrtU )) 190,160,160 
I)    =   X*(l) 
d*lCH l)*XMl I > )**.50ü0 
U   100 
I)   =   XHI) 
b +   (CM(1j*XF(I))   **.50000 
i!   100 
A   +   (CM(I)   *   CF(I) )   **   .333*3 
IMUt 
0 
0 

*   0 
kT^i   (XfFtOEKftfCTf   «00001,   LOOE-08,   25,IER) 

i   It.tH&S)   X   ,F, IE* 
AT   ( lh   ,»MvI   PARA.MF.TtKS        X     -   UFL2.8, 

= • f H2.B, IEK   =',i1///// 
H&L   CL^I'ÜiMtMT   ALLOCATIONS   ARE    *//7X, 
Hfi.NENl \tr»AlK   T IKE FAILURE   KATE   •) 

0, 
00 I   =   1,M 
X"N( I)   -   XM(I I)    210,220,220 
1 )    =   XK   *   CMl)    **.66667   /   CF(I)**.3333 
XFN(1)   -   XF{I))   230,200,200 
1)   =   XK *   CFU)**«t>e>667   /   CM(I»**   ,33333 
IMlC 
35    I    =    UN 

s    ♦  XFNI M  * XMNII i 
l. jjo / t L.ooo + SM 

4 0   I    =   IfSM 
L    U,</J>    UX*N<IU    XFN(I) 
MT   ( L0XrI2,9X,F6.3i5X,FI2.8) 
INUt 
L    (6fft»n   AF 

S3 
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<*9 
100 
lül 

102 
101 
104 
105 
106 
107 

108 
10* 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 

115 

116 
117 
113 
119 
120 

121 
122 

123 

124 
125 
126 
127 

128 
12* 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 

135 
136 

137 
na 
139 

C 

c 

c 
c 

TC   =   :>. 0 
DrJ   3ÖC   I   =   itiM 
TC   =   IC   ♦CM(I)/AH*m   ~   Grflil/XMIII* 

1CFI I )/xF\( I)   -   CF(I )/XF(I ) 
300 CUKTlhut 

WR1TF   (6,b69)    IC 
•JÖ9   F'iK^AT   ( 1H   t'THfe   TOTAL   CUST   li      I1 ,F 10.2/////) 
241   A   =0 

CALu   EXIr 
END 

SUBROUTINE   FCT   {X»F,I)ERF) 
COttHUN   AtUtC 
IF   U.LF.O) X   =   AliSlXI 
F   =   A*X**.66667   ♦   li*X**.!>0000   -   C 
ÜLKF   =   .ö6ö67*A/X**   .33333   ♦   .50000*b/X**   .50000 

301 RETURN 
EMD 

SUBKUUTi.it   KT\l(\,F,UfcRF,rCT»XSTfEPS,lfcND,IEK) 
PRC-PAKL    i rEKATIÜN 
I€R=0 
Ä-XS1 
TOL = X 
CALL   FCnUlLtFfDERF ) 
TULF-luO.*EPS 
STAKT   ITERATION   LOOP 
ÜU   u   I = L, IFNÜ 
IF (F) 1,7,1 
EQUATION IS MOT SATISFIED ÖY X 
IF (DLPF ) 2,4,2 
ITERATlui   IS   PJSSiciLE 
DX«F/W*F 
X=X-üX 
TfJL = X 
CALl    FCTUuL,F,OEkF ) 
TEST   Ci\   SATISFACT >KY   ACCURACY 
TOL«FPS 
A = AbS(X) 
IF(A-1.)4,4,3 
T'JL=T(A*A 
iF|AaS(UX>-TOL»5t5f6 
IFUriMFWuLFW, 7,6 
CUNUNUE 
E^'J  uF    ! TERATIUN   LOUP 
K)   CUhVERCitNCE   AFfE*   i E Niü   ITERATION   STEPS.   ERROR   RETURN. 
Iti<=i 
RETURN 
tRK'-H   KfclURK   IN   CASE   ;JF   ZERo   0IVIS»)R 
IEk = 2 
:->F TO*'* 
LM*> 

?4 



COMPONENT 
I 
2 
3 

5 

AEPAH   THE 
It».000 
b.000 

10.000 
lu.ooo 
IO.'JOO 

(HRS> 

GIVEN   ABOVE   VALUES A   =     0.353 3 

FAILURE KATfc 
0.00190000 
0.00510000 
U.00340000 
0.00 540000 
0.00340000 

COMPONENT «Fr'ÄlK  T 

1 i noo. 
2 12JuO. 
3 20000. 
4 20U00. 
5 30000. 

C'JST   F AC MRS   FUR   Iff MS 
FAILURE RATE 

IS. 
10. 
5. 

10. 

INITIAL ALL0CAT1UNS 
COMPONENT   fc. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

AVAILABILITY CHECK 

itt REPAIR TIME 
2.961 
2.ol9 
<t.*7d 
>.642 
5.B63 

A =  G.9500 

(MRS) NEW FAILURE RAVE 
0.00435556 
0.0039295o 
0.00223982 
0.00141096 
0.00195669 

RTNI PARAMETERS 0.00000257  f - -0.00000004  IER =0 

FINAL COMPONENT ALLUCAT IU'JS ARc 

COMPONENT 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 

AVAILABILITY CHECK 

KtPAlK TIME 
3.099 
2. 7^1 
4.6ÖO 
5. 904 
0.141 
A =  0.9529 

FAILURE RATE 
0.00190000 
0.00*1106o 
0.00234305 
0.00147602 
0.00204t>d4 

THE TOTAL COST IS  * 16809.34 

tf 
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